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Just few words of introduction



Few more words of introduction



And few more words of introduction…



The 21st Century Globally Competent Workforce

The skills we need today and in the future are dramatically different 

than what they were only five years ago



“Preparing Globally Competent  Workforce”
Readiness for college and career 

• The 21st-century workforce is GLOBAL

• “Rapid economic, technological, and social changes are creating a world that is ever more 

interconnected” (Asia Society)

• See more at: “Global Human Capital Trends 2014 engaging the 21st-century workforce”  A report by 

Deloitte Consulting LLP and Bersin by Deloitte http://goo.gl/Eb4i0c (see a quote below)

*“..The 21st-century workforce is global, highly connected, technology-savvy, and demanding. 

• The world is much more global and interdependent

• Mobile, social, and cloud computing continue to explode;

• Demographic shifts are creating a diverse, multigenerational workforce

• Technology has transformed the workplace. Technology is changing how we work and the skills we need

• Technology has changed the nature of collaboration, expertise sharing, and the skills one needs to succeed. Collaborative 

technologies continue to make it possible for teams to work in remote locations across the world, easily accessing experts 

within and outside the organization

• The skills we need today and in the future are dramatically different than what they were only five years ago

• These changes in the workforce and workplace are significant, disruptive, and here today..”

http://goo.gl/Eb4i0c


Think about this….(global team work)



Collaborating on global STEM projects via 

* Global STEM Classroom®

The unique features and components:

• Students engage in STEM project/-problem-based (both research and hands-on) learning 

with students from a partner school in countries around the world in the collaborative 

learning and teaching environment that simulates the actual global STEM working 

environment. Students work together in multicultural globally dispersed teams on 

multidisciplinary problem-based, project-based, research and hands-on authentic, industry-

responsive STEM projects.

• Teams use online innovative cutting-edge collaborative tools/platforms, communication 

technologies as well as project-related STEM technology. Each technology encourages 

and enhances student engagement.

* Global STEM Classroom® Larisa Schelkin 2008-2020 © All rights reserved



Collaborating on global STEM projects via 

* Global STEM Classroom® (continued)

The unique features and components (continued)

• Teachers engage in unique professional development (on the topics detailed below*) that 

enables them to become successful global educators who have mastered collaborative 

teaching and learning for 21st century

• Teachers engage in a COLLABORATIVE project planning and TEACHING with teachers 

from partner schools in different  countries and student teams in all schools complete and 

present Global STEM projects via international virtual conferences and Global STEM 

Classrooms®

* Global STEM Classroom® Larisa Schelkin 2008-2020 © All rights reserved



Global STEM aligned to the 

ISTE Standards: Global Collaborator*

• Global Collaborator

• Students use digital tools to broaden their perspectives and enrich their learning by 

collaborating with others and working effectively in teams locally and globally.

• Students use digital tools to connect with learners from a variety of backgrounds 

and cultures, engaging with them in ways that broaden mutual understanding and 

learning.

• Students use collaborative technologies to work with others, including peers, experts 

or community members, to examine issues and problems from multiple viewpoints.

• Students contribute constructively to project teams, assuming various roles and 

responsibilities to work effectively toward a common goal.

• Students explore local and global issues and use collaborative technologies to work 

with others to investigate solutions.

• (*ISTE 2019)



Global STEM aligned to the 

ISTE Standards: Computational Thinker*

• Computational Thinker

• Students develop and employ strategies for understanding and solving problems in 

ways that leverage the power of technological methods to develop and test 

solutions.

• Students formulate problem definitions suited for technology-assisted methods such 

as data analysis, abstract models and algorithmic thinking in exploring and finding 

solutions.

• Students collect data or identify relevant data sets, use digital tools to analyze them, 

and represent data in various ways to facilitate problem-solving and decision-

making.

• Students break problems into component parts, extract key information, and 

develop descriptive models to understand complex systems or facilitate problem-

solving.

• Students understand how automation works and use algorithmic thinking to develop 

a sequence of steps to create and test automated solutions.

• (*ISTE 2019)



Global STEM aligned to standards for educators: 

ISTE Collaboration and cultural competency*

• Educators dedicate time to collaborate with both colleagues and students 

to improve practice, discover and share resources and ideas, and solve 

problems. 

• Educators:

• Dedicate planning time to collaborate with colleagues to create authentic 

learning experiences that leverage technology.

• Collaborate and co-learn with students to discover and use new digital 

resources and diagnose and troubleshoot technology issues.

• Use collaborative tools to expand students' authentic, real-world learning 

experiences by engaging virtually with experts, teams and students, locally 

and globally.

• Demonstrate cultural competency when communicating with students, 

parents and colleagues and interact with them as co-collaborators in 

student learning.
• (*ISTE 2019)



Global STEM aligned to the 

ISTE Standards: Creative Communicator*

• Creative Communicator

• Students communicate clearly and express themselves creatively for a 

variety of purposes using the platforms, tools, styles, formats and digital 

media appropriate to their goals.

• Students choose the appropriate platforms and tools for meeting the 

desired objectives of their creation or communication.

• Students create original works or responsibly repurpose or remix digital 

resources into new creations.

• Students communicate complex ideas clearly and effectively by creating or 

using a variety of digital objects such as visualizations, models or 

simulations.

• Students publish or present content that customizes the message and 

medium for their intended audiences.
• (*ISTE 2019)



Global STEM aligned to ISTE standards 

for educators: Data Analyst*

• Educators understand and use data to drive their instruction and 

support students in achieving their learning goals. 

• Educators:

• Provide alternative ways for students to demonstrate competency 

and reflect on their learning using technology.

• Use technology to design and implement a variety of formative and 

summative assessments that accommodate learner needs, provide 

timely feedback to students and inform instruction.

• Use assessment data to guide progress and communicate with 

students, parents and education stakeholders to build student self-

direction.
• (*ISTE 2019)



Holoportation…new way to communicate…



Microsoft Hologram…..

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eCseYtBd5_4

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eCseYtBd5_4


AI and college & career readiness 

• “A recent Gartner report predicts one in five workers will have some form of artificial 

intelligence as a coworker”

• That means most of today’s K–12 students will enter the workforce by the time AI is 

well established. In order to compete, K–12 schools will need to create curricula around 

artificial intelligence

• You can/should lead where this is going

• Developing new curriculum to understand what is coming, where the world is going

• New priorities: global competence, skills to work in globally dispersed virtual teams; AI, 

Big Data, machine learning, “deep learning”, project-based learning, social emotional 

intelligence; digital emotional intelligence, entrepreneurship, design thinking

• DYHS brings AI to their students via Global STEM Classroom®  since 2018.

• “We want people to understand what’s going on so they can participate in the evolution 

of the technology as the technology is deployed; ..While the guidelines are being 

drafted, a few schools are going ahead and implementing AI curricula” (Dr. Touretzky) .

https://blogs.gartner.com/craig-roth/2017/12/05/489/


The scale of change that AI will bring to education

• The scale of change that AI will bring to education and to all aspects of our lives is 

the same if not larger than the scale of change of “before and after the Internet”.

AI will be behind of everything in education:

•Curriculum Development 

•Assessment

•Professional Development

•Personalized Learning

•Logistics/Transportation/Scheduling etc.

•Hiring

•We will be preparing the students for the computational professions – as ALL 

professionals will be computational (no exclusions - including lawyers, doctors, 

scientists, engineers, writers, pilots, mechanics, managers, etc. etc)



Percentage of public schools with AI courses offering 

• What is the percentage of public schools with AI courses offering?

• “High school AI programs are still rare, and the development of an AI 

curriculum is in its early stages” 

• The AI course at DYHS was offered in 2018-2019 academic year

Remember: 

On 6 August 1991……twenty years ago, the World Wide Web became

publicly available. In 1994 about 35% of public schools had access 

to the Internet.

So, again - do you know what is the percentage of public schools with AI 

courses offering? 

How fast do you think it will grow? 



Building a "road map" for Artificial Intelligence 

integration in your school district

• “Organizing a successful AI integration and education plan will take 

collaboration and proper planning on the part of school decision-makers”

• This is an open call for YOUR leadership!

Some of the recommended steps are:

• Teacher professional development on how to integrate the use of AI into the 

curriculum (on-going at DYHS)

• Develop and run a pilot AI program in your school district (on-going at DYHS)

• PD for all on use of AI to provide opportunities and information for teaching and 

learning (planning for 2020-2021 at DYHS)

• Technologies and procedures to prevent student access to inappropriate 

materials (planning for 2020-2021 at DYHS)



The AI course at Dennis Yarmouth Regional High School

• The AI course at DYHS was offered first in 2018-2019 

academic year – thanks to the innovative Global STEM 

teachers DY school/district leadership

• Successful implementation in collaboration with STEM 

professionals (IBM, Google/Verily, Dell/EMC 

Technologies; ATTIVIO), higher ed (MIT) and non-profit 

(Global STEM Center)

• In collaboration with DYHS global school partners in the 

Netherlands, Mexico and Ukraine



Finham Park Two in Coventry, Mid-Land, UK



USA-Netherlands Global STEM Classroom®



USA - Ukraine Global STEM Classroom®



USA- UK Global STEM Classroom®



USA- Arkhangelsk, Northern Russia 

Global STEM Classroom®



USA-France Global STEM Classroom®



USA-Norway Global STEM Classroom®



USA-India Global STEM Classroom®



USA-Moscow, Russia Global STEM Classroom®



USA-Mexico Global STEM Classroom®



AI at NASA 

• “AI for NASA Science Applications”

• Areas: Heliophysics, Astrophysics, 

• Earth Science and Planetary Science

• “AI for NASA Engineering Applications”

• Areas: Advanced Manufacturing, AI for 

• Integration & Testing (I&T), Corporate Knowledge Capture, 

• Organization and Retrieval, Model Based System Engineering (MBSE) and 

Mission Design

• “AI for Intelligent Mission Autonomy” 

• Areas: Spacecraft and Instrument Health Monitoring, Intelligent and 

Collaborative Constellations (ICC), Autonomous Mission Operations, 

Onboard Image Data Understanding (OB IDU)



AI in the Global STEM Classroom 2018-2019

• History of AI

• What is AI? Multiple projects focused on various sections 

• Hands-on project(s)/activities 

• Applications 

Big data series:

The Earth Systems

NASA's satellites studying the Earth systems

The  Smart Buoy project

The Earth budget project

GRACE program (NASA GRACE Mission: The Gravity Recovery and Climate Experiment) 





US National Academy of Engineering Grand Challenges

• Advance Personalized Learning

• Make Solar Energy Economical

• Enhance Virtual Reality

• Reverse-Engineer the Brain

• Engineer Better Medicines

• Advance Health Informatics

• Restore and Improve Urban Infrastructure

• Secure Cyberspace

• Provide Access to Clean Water 

• Provide Energy from Fusion 

• Prevent Nuclear Terror 

• Manage the Nitrogen Cycle 

• Develop Carbon Sequestration Methods 

• Engineer the Tools of Scientific Discovery

ALL OF THESE ARE GLOBAL PROBLEMS… WE CAN ONLY SOLVED THEM TOGETHER

* NAE Grand Challenges http://www.engineeringchallenges.org/



Global STEM Classroom® Projects examples:

• NASA Space Exploration projects (NASA GRACE Mission, NASA MARS Mission, NASA Astronomy & Virtual Observatory)

• NASA International Space Station (Electrical Wiring, Hydrology and Food Science)

• NASA Globe (Clean Air, Clean Water, NASA Data/Data Visualization; Atmosphere, Hydrosphere, Biosphere, Climate Change)

• My Blue Planet & Global Citizenship (Clean Water Projects, UN Sustainability Development Goals, Global Citizenship Project)

• Data visualization (based on IBM Data Visualization and based on NASA GRACE)

• Global Collaboration & Global Communication technology (comparative analysis)

• Wind turbine design and 3D printing

• Nanotechnology applications

• Minecraft (computer gaming) in studying science (Minecraft and Space Exploration; Minecraft and Arctic Research)

• Automotive Engineering projects

• Material Science projects

• Artificial Intelligence,  BIG DATA, Data Science, Machine Learning

Global STEM Classroom® Larisa Schelkin 2009-2020 © All rights reserved



Global STEM Classroom® :

Teacher Professional Development

• Global education and an innovation-driven global workforce of 21st century – what has changed; how it’s affecting  K-

20 education and how these new challenges can be addressed

• Global education in the environment simulating a real innovation-driven global workforce

• Global achievement gap and skills needed for global workforce of 21st century

• Global educational systems and collaborative curriculum development

• “How-to guide” for K-12 educators developing projects and working collaboratively with STEM professionals

• Foundations of “science diplomacy” and how to develop and maintain successful international relations with global 

partners

• Global STEM Classroom® Model (all components) and the implementation approaches bringing all the “pieces of the 

puzzle” together and the next steps for a developing and implementing a (discipline specific/country specific) global 

education program in your school/college/university

• Intercultural Computer-supported collaborative learning 

• Intercultural Communication and Global Competency 

• Global STEM Team-building (based on NASA 4D) 

• Innovative collaboration and communication technologies

• Global STEM Classroom® Larisa Schelkin 2008-2020 © All rights reserved



Global STEM Classroom®: skills

Bringing it all together:

• Global competencies

• Intercultural Communication 

• Global Teamwork

• Working in Virtual Multicultural Multidisciplinary STEM Teams 

• Using innovative technology for collaboration 

• "Problem identification...;

• Critical thinking and problem solving;

• Communication and collaboration across networks and leading by influence;

• Agility and adaptability;

• Initiative and entrepreneurship;

• Accessing and analyzing information;

• Curiosity and imagination" (Tony Wagner)

• Financial, economic, business and entrepreneurial literacy

• Civic literacy

• Health literacy

• Environmental literacy

• Learning and Innovation Skills:  

• Information, Media and Technology Skills:  

• Life and Career Skills (P21)



Global Competence by PISA



Global Competencies/Teamwork skills/Intercultural Communication



Human – AI Collaboration

• “Through such collaborative 

intelligence, humans and AI actively enhance each 

other's complementary strengths: the 

leadership, teamwork, creativity, and social skills of 

the former, and the speed, scalability, and 

quantitative capabilities of the latter”.

“Collaborative Intelligence: Humans and AI are joining Forces” by H.James Wilson Paul R.Daugherty, 2018



Human – AI Collaboration

• Human –

AI Collaboration 

“Collaborative 

Intelligence: Humans 

and AI are joining 

Forces” by H.James Wilson

Paul R.Daugherty

2018



Teaming Intelligence

• “No AI is an Island: the case for teaming intelligence” –

Matthew Johnson, Alonso Vera

• What Is Teaming Intelligence?

• The 4S Interdependence Framework 

for Understanding Teamwork

• Interdependence Framework for Understanding Teaming 

Intelligence

• The Risks of Ignoring Teaming

• “While AI continues to demonstrate remarkable 

achievements, the future lies in its ability to work well with 

people”



Diplomacy 4.0 and AI

• DIPLOMACY and Artificial Intelligence



Artificial Intelligence: IBM WATSON HEALTH

Cognitive Software Engineer 

at IBM Watson Health

Via Global STEM Classroom with Dennis Yarmouth

Regional High School (US) with global school Partners: 

• INA Neil Armstrong K-12 School, Mexico; 

• Porta Mosana College, The Netherlands, 

• K-12 School Angstrem, Kharkiv, Ukraine



BIG DATA: DELL EMC Technologies

Data Scientists on Big Data, Data Analytics

Via Global STEM Classroom with Dennis Yarmouth Regional High School (US) with global 

school partners: 

• INA Neil Armstrong K-12 School, Mexico 

• Porta Mosana College, The Netherlands 

• K-12 School Angstrem, Kharkiv, Ukraine



Artificial Intelligence, BIG DATA: 

Google AI, MIT, Verily Life Science

Dr. Ned McCaugue

Artificial Intelligence, BIG DATA 

Leveraging Big Data in Global Health

Via Global STEM Classroom with Dennis Yarmouth

Regional High School (US) with global school Partners: 

• INA Neil Armstrong K-12 School, Mexico; 

• Porta Mosana College, The Netherlands, 

• K-12 School Angstrem, Kharkiv, Ukraine



Artificial Intelligence, Machine Learning: ATTIVIO

Dr. Raymond Lau Chief Architect ATTIVIO

Artificial Intelligence, Machine Learning

Via Global STEM Classroom with Dennis Yarmouth

Regional High School (US) w/ global school Partners: 

• INA Neil Armstrong K-12 School, Mexico; 

• Porta Mosana College, The Netherlands, 

• K-12 School Angstrem, Kharkiv, Ukraine



Artificial Intelligence, Machine Learning: ATTIVIO

Dr. Rajiv Narula, Director of Software Engineering

Artificial Intelligence, Machine Learning

Via Global STEM Classroom with Dennis Yarmouth

Regional High School (US) with global school Partners: 

• INA Neil Armstrong K-12 School, Mexico; 

• Porta Mosana College, The Netherlands, 

• K-12 School Angstrem, Kharkiv, Ukraine



Artificial Intelligence, Machine Learning, Big Data -

from STEM professionals to the classroom –

THANK You!

• "A BIG THANK YOU to Ray and to Attivio for an amazing presentation and for sharing a unique 

experience! The kids were at AWE with the presentation and your success story as they told me 

at the end of the class. It is a great role model for the students. We are wishing you the biggest 

success in your future work in this cutting-edge field. We hope to see you again in our Global 

STEM Classroom and we are interested to learn about your new successes in the future. Thank 

you!"

• -Julia Sigalovsky, Ph.D. , Teacher: Chemistry, AP Chemistry, Physics, AP Physics, 

Global STEM Program, Dennis-Yarmouth Regional High School

• "Thank you Ray for sharing your valuable time and expertise with our Global STEM Classroom! 

You did a remarkable job in explaining and sharing concepts that require a deep understanding 

and experience in a simple, relatable way for the kids. I'm grateful for it and we'd love to hear 

from you and Attivio again in our projects. It does make a difference, especially when the 

students are learning from such passionate professionals like you! THANK YOU!! Best regards 

from Mexico"

• -Ing. Raziel Cázares Rangel, Director de Tecnología Educativa, Instituto Neil Armstrong, San 

Nicolas de los Garza, Mexico

• https://www.attivio.com/blog/post/attivio-talks-stem-education-students-about-ai



Where are we going next

• We are planning on building on the first year AI course successful implementation, expanding 

it, and continuing our collaboration in the 2019-2020 academic year. 

• We are also planning on conducting a formal study in collaboration with Dr. Russell Faux, 

Davis Square Research Associates (DSRA). The previous study was undertaken by Dr. Faux 

and published by ASEE International Forum (Popov, V., & Schelkin, L. K., & Faux, R. (2016, 

June), Preparing globally competent and competitive STEM workforce of the 21st century in 

the Global STEM Classroom® Paper presented at 2016 ASEE International Forum, New 

Orleans, Louisiana).

• We are planning: (A) to conduct a new study and to compare findings (of a new research that 

is specifically targeting the AI in the Global STEM Classroom®) with  the findings in a 

previous study and (B) to answer the following research question: 

• What are the attitudinal effects of participation in the AI high school course at the Global 

STEM Classroom® program - in terms of (I) student's motivation for participation in AI global 

collaborative learning, levels of engagement, and interest in continuing to participate in similar 

AI project-based learning? (II) In term of the teacher's motivation for participation in global 

collaborative teaching the AI course. 

Based on our experience in 2018-2020, we are also interested in studying the benefits of AI 

collaborative teaching and learning to both K-12 educators and students



We are also planning on:

• PD workshop for Global STEM teachers from US and 12 countries 

(AI/Machine Learning/BIG Data/Global Collaboration/Human Factor 

and AI/ Teaming Intelligence/Diplomacy 4.0/SDGs/)

• In collaboration with 

• K-12 schools in MA

• Tufts Fletcher School of Diplomacy

• MIT

• Olin College of Engineering

• Boston University

• NASA Globe

• Looking for sponsors (SMILE!)



Global STEM Classroom® program students at MA STEM Summit 

with Governor Baker and Congressman Kennedy



Opportunities to present at Global STEM Education 

Annual Symposium at Harvard University



Global STEM teams presented at 25 State, National 

and International Conferences; 

Participated in 25 field trips including NASA HQ & Capitol Hill in Washington, DC



Global STEM Education Center, Inc

www.globalstemcenter.org

• Certificates of Completion (students) 

• Certificates for Global Educator’s Leadership (teachers)

• Teacher Professional Development 

• Teachers & students presenting at many Conferences in the USA and virtually worldwide

• Possible exchange visits: Finham Park School (UK) visited MA and Washington, DC in 2013 



Many great “lessons learned”! 

• Relationship building takes time and efforts - it’s greatly REWARDING and 

EXCITING!

• Finding PASSIONATE TEACHERS and COMMITTED SCHOOL 

LEADERSHIP is a “MUST”

• Great results require a lot of hard work and preparation

• It’s difficult (if not impossible!) doing it alone - running global 

programs/projects is a team-effort - BUILD YOUR TEAM (with your IT 

Directors, Technology Integration Specialists, Curriculum Developers, IT 

technicians, Foreign Language and all STEM Teachers,  parents and, of 

course - with your students!)

• A special word about wonderful parents - their enthusiastic support is 

priceless!



…and more on “Lessons learned”

• Studying cultural differences is a “must”- there are no “surprises” here - it really makes a 

difference in how educators from different countries are working together

• Language “barrier” is not a real barrier - it’s manageable 

• Students are much more “adaptable” and often “leading” the process

• Schools leadership/administration around the world are ready/supportive of global collaboration 

moving from “WHY?” to “WHAT?” and “HOW”

• A special word (again!) about the importance of teacher preparation - intercultural 

communication, global competence, global team-work, global education systems, collaborative 

curriculum and instructional design, collaboration technology and STEM diplomacy - all are a 

“must”

• Logistics - challenging, time consuming - but manageable 

• and it’s all VERY REWARDING!!



Looking  ahead!

• We are expanding our global collaboration with schools in different 

countries including Ireland, Iceland, Canada, China, India, Singapore, 

Australia and etc.

• We would like to collaborate with innovative educators and schools devoted 

to Global STEM – science, technology, engineering and math and to  

intercultural communication and global team-work

• For all future school-partners: it is important to have your school’s 

leadership commitment and support; students and teachers' interest in 

Global STEM and parent’s permission for student’s participation 

• Reliability, responsibility, passion for global collaboration in education are 

the important factors for a successful partnership



THANK YOU!

THANK YOU!

@GlobalSTEMClass


